
Elementz - Beginning Paper Piecing with Evangeline
3 classes at 4 hrs each

Be sure to make 5 copies of each of the patterns using foundation paper. 4 are
required to make the quilt, 1 is an extra to have “on hand”. Double-check the measurement
grid on the pattern to be sure it is copying at the correct size.
NOTE - The first class will need more supplies brought with you than the other
two. You will learn how to cut strips / sub-cut according to block requirements and label
and organize for each section.

Supply List
-Machine in working order and knowledge of how to thread and operate it. This is NOT
a beginning “how to sew class”.
-Power cord & Foot control - you’ll be surprised how many forget to grab these.
-Thread to blend with your fabric.
-Needles for the machine.
-Rotary cutter with a new blade
-6” x 12” ruler and 6” x 24” ruler for first class to cut strips.
-Cutting mat(s) - First class will require a mat large enough to cut strips from your
fabrics and a smaller mat to fit next to your machine.
-Large ziplock type bags.
-Small post-its OR paper cut up in small squares OR sticky labels.
-3”x12” template plastic, it’s used for folding back paper. Can be cut from a full sheet.
-6” or 12” add-a-quarter ruler.
-Binder clips - small (the metal ones from the office supply, but wonder clips will work)
-Regular sewing supplies - Seam ripper or stiletto, snips or scissors, pins, pen to write
with, scotch tape.
-Optional glue pen. We recommend Sewline brand. No...the glue color doesn’t have
degrees of adhesion, just different colors to contrast with what you’re working on.

Don’t forget to use your 20% off for class supplies! We have everything except the Sewing
machine!
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